Base Camp Pong and Axe
Axe League Attendance Policies
Tardiness
1. All players are subject to a 30-minute limitation on late arrivals on a league night, or the need to leave
early.
a. The league will accommodate lateness of up to 30-minutes after official league start time.
2. If a player misses a match due to being late then that player needs to make up matches in additional
league nights. Players who miss a match due to tardiness player cannot make up match on same night.

Attendance/ Absences
1. Players must have a total of 20 matches played by playoff date. Players that do not have a total of 20
matches played will forfeit playoff eligibility.
2. Players can only make-up 3 matches per week. This means that a player cannot miss more than 3
weeks. If a player misses more than 3 weeks of league that player will forfeit remaining matches as
well as missed matches.
a. All players may miss 1 week of regulation play per season without notification and make up those
matches over the following weeks:
b. Players may miss additional weeks of play up to 3 weeks with a minimum notice of 2 days.
c. This does not apply to week 7 however, as there are no further weeks to make up matches.
d. Players that miss week 7 will forfeit any un-played matches.
3. Players that miss more than 1 week of regulation play without advance notice will forfeit all matches
scheduled during additional weeks missed:

Playoff Attendance
1. If a player that has made the playoffs is not present for competition, then all players below their rank
move up one position in standings:
2. If a competing player is attending but arriving late, then the tournament continues on-schedule and
the player will forfeit their first match if they do not arrive on time, thereby moving them to the B
bracket:
3. If the same competing player is not on time for their B bracket match, then they will forfeit that match
and are out of playoffs competition.
4. For playoffs, the 30-minute allowance for lateness does NOT apply.

